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Friday. February 16. 1951

Choir Back After Its
Rough Southern Trip

Pianists Return Sunday
Students To Occupy Front
Rows For Duo-Piano Show

By CENE DENT

There may have been more enjoyable A Cappella concert
tours, but the one that ended early Tuesday morning left an
indelible mark on the 61 persons who made the trip.
Hopes of southern suntans were quickly snowed under
when the group left the campus on Feb. 1. By the time they
reached Dayton most were aware of the fact that they were
in the middle of one of the*
After singing to a small
audience, Dr. James Paul
Kennedy decided that an early
start the next morning waa
imperative.
Four cars and the
Falcon bus left Dayton at approximately the same time. It was the
last time for three days that members of the group saw each other.
The Falcon bus broke down three
times during the trip to Cincinnati
and was finally abandoned. Dr.
Kennedy and II people hitch-hiked
into the Union Terminal at Cincinnati, only to learn that the train
to Nashville, Trim., was cancelled.
After negotiating with train officials, Dr. Kennedy managed to get
the choir onto a special coach.
The "special coach" turned out
to be one loaded with service men.
Jammed into a single car, choir
members learned about war-time
traveling conditions—and a little
more b e si d e s . The train broke
down repeatedly, the heating system went out of order, and the
weather was so cold that water
froze in the basins.
Having no dining or sleeping
facilities members were forced to
go with very little food or sleep
for two days.
By the time they reached Montgomery, Ala., they were 20 hours
behind schedule and two concerts
at Peabody Institute, Tenn., and
Tuskegee, Ala., were cancelled.
After leaving the train the choir
loaded onto a new Greyhound bus.
traveled one half hour before it
broke down, transferred to another, and continued to Florida.
The four cars fared better, getting through the treacherous roadways approximately on time. The
cars arrived at Nashville, Tenn.,
only to discover both concert and
hotel reservations had been cancelled.
Nashville was in a critical condition, electric power in half the city
waa out and the temperature hovering at 14 below kept heating arrangements at a minimum. However, Peabody Institute and private
citizens volunteered and ptovided
housing.
It was the same story in Tuskegee, the motor travelers found no
choir, but received word that they
(Continued on page 2)

Possibly thinking that history will repeat itself, the University Artist Series Committee has scheduled Morley
and
Gearhart, American duo-pianists, for a performance1 in the
Main Aud. Sunday evening at 8:16.
Virginia Morley and Livingston Gearhart, Mr. and Mrs.
in private life, last appeared at Bowling Green in July, 1948,
*when their audience gave
them four encores.
Tea Opens Art
Today is the last day that

Air Force Unit
Considering BG
Air Force officials are considering placing a unit of Air
Force personnel here at Bowling Green for office training.
Dr. Prout announced yesterday.
Officers of the Air Force
visited the University campus
Wednesday in an inspection tour
of the University's accommodations and facilities for living on
campus.
No decision has been reached as
yet, but it is certain to come soon,
since the Air Force wants to start
its program by the firat of next
month. If the decision is made to
place a unit here, it would mean
that there would eventually be
from 360 to 400 Air Force personnel on campus.
The object of placing such a
unit here would be to train the
men in typing, shorthand, and other such clerical work. In the event
the Air Force does come on campus, the University will have to
hire additional faculty members.
Not all the men would come at
once. They would come in groups
of 26 each week, each group to receive a 12-week training period.
Therefore in a few weeks the large
group would be on campus, but
there would be a constant change
of personnel.

Exhibit Sunday

MORLEY AND CEARHART

Dr. Elden Smith Replaces
Walsh As Playhouse Head
The third season of the Huron Playhouse, University
summer theater on Lake Erie, will find Dr. Elden T. Smith
replacing former Professor Frederick G. Walsh as director.
Dr. Smith is chairman of the University speech dept. and
also director of the University Theater.
Mr. Walsh, who originated the plan for the playhouse
.
and directed the summer activity for two seasons, resigned from the faculty several months ago. He started

Bookstore Opens
To Pay Students
The Alpha Phi Omega Bookstore, located in the Rec Hall, will
open Wednesday, Feb. 21, for four
days.
All persons who brought
books in to be sold should bring
their receipts to the store at that
time and collect their money.
Open hours will be 9-12 and 1-4
on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday and 9-12 on Saturday.
The store announced that all
persons who wish to claim unsold
books must do so on the designated
days. They do not wish to hold
any over until next semester.

"Channel" Ends Saturday

DR. ELDEN T. SMITH

Director Named
To Clinic Posts
A. Bruce Graham, who received his B.A. from Colorado
State College and M.A. from
the University of Denver, has
been named to succeed Miss
Adeline McClelland as director of the Speech and Hearing
Clinic and the Cerebral Palsy

FAR CRY FROM the classroom, isn't It? Pictured above is the
entire cast of the third annual Faculty Show, "Channel No. 5." Most
obvioai, of coarse, ere the petticoat, worn ia the Charleston anmber.
at taskmasters under all
Do yon recognise any of yotsr past or pi
the makeup and costumes 7
"Channel No. 6," third annual and Margaret Miller.
Music for the ahow was written
faculty show, had iU initial performance last night in the Main by Lynn Hutchison snd Jim Llmbacher, with Bob Hubach and BetAud. at 8:80 p.m. The show will ty Troeger sharing honors; Charles
be presented there for the next two Lakofsky will be at the organ.
nights.
Mary Lou Everly will appear at
This variety show, featuring 16 frequent intervals in the chorus,
acts and an all-cast finale, brings and Richard Box takes part in five
to the footlights many talented of the skits.
faculty members. Each act conProceeds from the show will help
sists of a different cast, with a furnish a faculty room for Johnsspecialty dance by Howard Kane ton Hospital.

No. 31

Center here.
Miss McClelland resigned after
beiig married to Dale Schmidlin,
Genoa, O., manufacturer.
The new director is presently
completing work on his doctorate
in speech correction at Northwestern University. He was an enlisted man in the Air Corps during
World War II, a high school teacher at Coolidge, Kan., and the princ'pal of Schofield High School at
Oahu, Territory of Hawaii.
Mr. and Mrs. Graham are to
move to Bowling Green next summer.
Mlis McClelland is vice president of the Ohio Association of
Speech and Hearing Therapists
and national treasurer of Sigma
Alpha Eta, recognition society in
speech correction and hearing.
She joined the Bowling Green
faculty in 1946 as an assistant professor of speech and the director
of the Speech and Hearing Clinic.
For the last year and a half, she
has had additional duties as director of the Cerebral Palsy Center.

work last week on a doctorate in
dramatics at Western Reserve University.
Courses offered during the coming summer season, which will run
from June 11 to Aug. 12, will include dramatic production, acting,
directing, stage craft, stage lighting, and advanced dramatic production. Nine credit hours will be
given to undergraduates, and six
credit hours towards a masters degree.
Plays will run five nights a week
at the Huron High School auditorium. Rehearsals, classes, and
production arrangements take up
the remaining time. Dr. Smith
will direct the performances assisted by F. Loe Miesle and John
Hepler, members of the speech
dept. staff.
> The seven plays to be .presented
to the public will be taken from a
list including "Dear Ruth," "Romeo and Juliet," "Years Ago,"
"Double Door," "Papa Is All,'
"Arsenic and Old Lace," "Spring
time for Henry," "George Washington Slept Here," and"Ladies In
Retirement."
Bowling Green students interested should contact Dr. Smith in
Gate Theater before May 1 to get
an application blank since the session is limited to 30 students. Students from other colleges and universities will be enrolled.
Last
summer there were students from
Southern Methodist, Northwestern,
Ohio Wesleyan, and Denison.
Dr. Smith is a graduate of
Elyria High School and Ohio Wesleyan and Western Reserve univer
sities. He was a producer, director, and manager of commercial
marionette shows before joining
the University faculty in 1940.
At Western Reserve he had a
Rockefeller Foundation Fellowship
granted by the National Theater
Conference.

Cinema Club Shows
Garbo As 'Cristie'
Greta Garbo in "Anna Cristie"
will be shown Monday evening at
Cinema Club.
Those still wishing to join the
club may do so at the coming meeting. The group meets in the Lecture Room of the Chemistry Bldg.
at 7 p.m.
There will be no single admissions this semester. Subscriptions
are $3.60 for charter members and
$4 for new members.

The Fourth Annual Faculty Art
Exhibition will open Sunday, Feb.
18, with a Preview Tea in the Gallery of the Fine Arts Bldg.
Faculty members, townspeople,
and students interested in art arc
invited to attend. Wives of faculty members will serve tea from 2
until 6.
Continuing from Feb. 18 through
March 2, the exhibition will include
oil and watercolor paintings, drawings, prints, sculpture, and ccrumica.
Faculty members whoso work
will be exhibited include: Robert
Bone, Charles Lakofsky. Otto Ocvirk, Karl Richards, Robert Stinson, Willard Wankelman, Anthony
Wauro, Marietta Wiig, and Philip
Wigg.

Work On Second
Oratorio Started
By Choral Groups
Preparation for Verdi's
"Requiem," a musical oratorio
written by one of the greatest
composers of the nineteenth
century, began this week under the direction of Dr. James
Paul Kennedy.
The choral work, which will
bo presented in the Men's Gym on
Murch 18 by the combined choral
groups and interested students, accompanied by the University Orchestra and professional soloists,
will comprise the second largest
oratorio to be presented at this
University outside of the Messiah.
"Elijah," which was presented last
year, was the first oratorio of this
type.
Professional soloists chosen for
the oratorio are: Grace Hoffman of
New York City; Rose S. DerDerian of Detroit; Philip MacGrcgor
of Akron; and Bruce Tolbert,
faculty member in the music dept.

student tickets may be purchased at the booth in front of the
Main Aud. General admission
tickets for students arc five cents
with Ac card, while reserved tickets for students are 60 cents.
Because of students' dissatisfaction with the seating arrangement
for the Eva Lc Gallicnno performance, a new plan has been drawn
up by the Artists Series Committee, said Bob Conschafter, student
representative to the committee.
The first eight rows in the Main
Aud. will be set aside as non-reserved scats for students holding
6-cent tickets. The center section
will be reserved for faculty, season,
and student reserved scat ticket
holders, and tho back rows will
again be available to those students with 6-cent tickets. A few
seats in the balcony will also bo
held for reserved seat ticket holders.
Tho duo-pianists will present excerpts from the works of Brahms,
Offenbach, Ravel, Gershwin, Chopin, Rachmaninoff, Faure, and
Strauss.
Virginia Morley and Livingston
Gearhart have won their fame and
praise In four coast-to-coast concert tours, in regular weekly broadcasts as featured artists on Fred
Waring's program, and their performances as soloists at such New
York night clubs as the St. Regis
Roof.
The pair recently made
their debut on wax with an album
of popular music, "Night Lifo on
Two Pianos," done for Columbia.
The Gearharts met while studying abroad in France on scholarships. After appearances in Paris,
Lyons, Zurich, Berne, and Brussels, they had to cancel an extensive European tour because of the
outbreak of World War II.
The couple have a young son,
Paul, and spend their time between
concerts at either their west coast
home in California or their eastern
home in Stroudsburg, Pa.

Senate Says Krupa's Band
May Play For U-A Prom
Wally Jones announced to
Senate Monday night that he
would attempt to obtain Gene
Krupa for the U-A Prom.
This action was planned
after a straw vote was taken
to get Senate's opinion on
Krupa, Claude Thornhill, and
Charlie Spivak.
Plans to get Jimmy Dorsey were
scrapped in view of Dorsey's price
being $200 higher than Krupa's
11300.
Lack of a quorum prevented Senate from carrying on any other
business.
Application blanks for membership to the Charity Drive Committee and the Election Rules Committee are available in Dr. Prout's
office. Two freshmen, a boy and
a girl, are wanted for the Charity
Drive Committee.
A senior is wanted to replace
Fred Jeske, February graduate, on
the Election Rules Committee, Applications will be reviewed and
nominees announced Monday.

Cap And Gown Awards Tuition Payment
Cap-and Gown, senior women's Nellie Ogle, who is a deceased adhonorary society, has awarded tu- viser of the honorary, will begin
ition to a nursery school child for this semester and continue through
one year's attendance at the Lab- the next semester.
oratory School.
Money was earned*"" *w
The award, in honor of Missjly award by the salt. i(
**>
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Spam

Undaunted Swimmers Trounce Cincinnati, 58-16
* * *

Splashers Tie

Losses To BW, Lawrence

Trackmen Work

For First Place

Dim Falcons NIT Chances

For Huron Race

In Purdue Meet

All hopes and possibilities of Bowling Green being
invited to the post-season NIT tourney were almost gone
after the Falcons dropped two contests last week.
Thursday night BG was dumped by Baldwin-Wallace
76-59 and then fell to Lawrence Tech Saturday, 60-53.
The Falcons face John Carroll here tomorrow night.
It will be the last homeso X SCORES
Bowling Gr*«n
Baldwin Wallace
game of the year for BG. Al- Play.r
TO FT TP
Play.r

BIT

The BG women's swimming
team, the Splashers, made their
best showing: of the year recently
in a 4-team meet held at Purdue
University.
The mermaids ended in a 3-way
tie for first with both Purdue entries, as all three teams scored 28
points.
Ball State was the third
school represented and was held
scoreless.
Dorothy McLean annexed a first
in the 40-yard freestyle and the
BG relay quartet BIBO picked up
first place points. Swimming on
the relay team were Colette Williams, Patricia Wallace, Joan
Wickes, and Miss McLean.
Sallie Buck took a second in the
40-yard backstroke and Miss
Wickes picked up seconds in the
40-yard and 100-yard brcaatstroke
races. BG's Medley Relay team of
Miss Buck, Miss Wickes, and Miss
McLean took a second in a close
race.
Third place was the best the
Falconettes could do in the other
three races. Purdue's Carol Pence,
an Olympic swimmer broke two
pool records during the meet.

• • •

The Women's Basketball Tournament is continuing until the end
of February. All captains should
check their schedules for games.
Class teams are also continuing
nt B p.m. The third round begins
on Monday, Feb. 12.

• » •

All committee chairmen are to
attend a meeting Monday, Feb. 12,
at 6:30 p.m. In Room 100 of the
Women's Bldg.

AS IT MIGHT
BE SEEN

IN LIFE

BILL CREENHILL

though the second TU game
is our "home" game it will be
played in the Toledo Arena. Saturday night the Falcons arc the
guests of Ohio University's Bobcats.

Yack.y.
B.ck . .
G.rb.r .
K'mpl'r .
Gal.tti .
loyc. . .
Long . .
S.rr.r .
Sandy .

1

I
4
4
1
•e
o
I

0

1
>

t

Mill.. .
Sch.nk .
B'th'rl'rd
Ha.ri, .
Leslls .
M'land .

1
10
•
I
0
0

Bob Long and Eli Joyce headed TotoU .15
I 51
Tolali . II 11 Tl
the Falcon attack in the B-W game
Bowling Gr.on
Lawronco Toch
but the accuracy of the Yellow
Play.r
FO FT TP
Flavor
FG FT TP
Jackets proved to be too much for! ''g$£
r
D'nnlng . t 0 II
Adam..115
the Falcons, who could hit only 251 s.ck
Sl.pl.. .41*
G.rb.r
of 91 attempts. BG was also weak K'mpl'r
Burr.ll
5
111
at the free throw line, hitting only GaLttt
P.tt . . 3
0
•
Smith ..101
9 of 20 while B-W's marksmen Long . .
S«r».r .
M'wh'rl'r 0
11
were dropping in 22 of 37 charity Iorc« .
attempts.
Total. . II 19 S3
Total. . 34 II 10
Three of B-W's players dropped
in 72 of the team's 70 points. Dick
Schcnk netted 27, Jim Harris 23,
and Oick Retherford dropped in 22.
A basketball team comprised of
BG's Jim Gcrbcr was held to a
meager 11 tallies and one basket Arlene Jackson, Dorothy King, Bcrwas the best C I a r a n c c Yackey nicc Grismore, Barbara Miller,
Marilyn Mcllinger, Thelma Gehres,
could do.
Saturday night tho Falcons ran Margaret Chandler, Phyllis Jones,
into a team that had won all but Dorothy O'Brien, and Bessie Altwo games this year including an bano traveled to Tiffin Saturday,
impressive win over Bradley Uni- Feb. 10, to compete in a Sports
versity's Braves.
L a S a 11 e and Day.
CCNY are tho only teams to hold
a victory over Lawrence Tech.
The Now. nood. sportswritGcrberand Yackey netted IB and
ersl If you are interc.ted. come
U points respectively, but the Tech to 31SA tomorrow night at 6:30.
cagcrs stayed in front most of the Tho hours are long and there U
game. BG was behind at the half,
no pay, but it's interfiling.
32-27.
N
1

WOMEN'S NEWS

Falcons Bounce Back From MSC Loss;
Invade Western Ontario Tomorrow
By ERNEST JACKSON

In preparation for the first annual Huron Relays at Ann Arbor
Feb.

17,

Bowling Green's indoor

track team is diligently working
out under Coach Dave Matthews
after having participated in the
Michigan AAU meet and Michigan State Relays Jan. 27 and Feb.
8.
The Falcons' I960 Michigan
AAU championship 880 relay team
of Captain Bill Jordan, Charles
Mcsloh, Lloyd Perrin, and Bruce
Oliver took second this year to
Michigan Normal, the team which
the Falcons defeated last year for
the championship. The mile relay
team of Mesloh, Oliver, Jordan,
and Kilgore placed third behind
Baldwin-Wallace and Loyola of
Chicago.
In the individual events Frank
Kilgore placed fifth in the 880yard run while Larry Hall garnered points in the mile with a seventh place.
Lee Pate and Marv
Crosten, Bowling Green's distance
specialists, paced themselves to seventh and ninth places respectively
in the 2-mile run.

Bowling Green's ever strengthening swimming squad,
undaunted by defeats at the hands of nationally famed
Michigan State and Iowa State, sprung back Saturday to
hand a much diluted Cincinnati aggregation one of the worst
defeats ever suffered by a visiting squad at Bowling Green,
58-16. The Falcons bowed to the Spartans of Michigan
State 54-30 while being edged*":junior from Euclid, also swam on
out of a possible tie with the 300-yd. medley and 400-yd.
Iowa's Panthers 38-46 at freestyle relays, which took secEast Lansing, Jan. 27.
ond.
The Coopermen will invade hithIn the Michigan meet, the Falerto unexplored grounds tomorrow con tankers managed to hold the
whe.i they journey to London, Can- score down by taking several secada for their first international ond and third places, Dell Ewing
meet with mystery-shrouded West- and Mason Feisel uniting for secern Ontario, a team about which ond and third in the diving, Harnot even little is known. This is ry Shearer and Chuck Woodfill,
the first time the Canadian team 100-yd. freestyle, John Bruce and
has appeared on the Falcon swim Ed L i h a n , 200-yd. breaatstroke.
Woodfill, Shearer, Clark, and Augschedule.
In high spirit after whitewash- gie Brown teamed up in the 400-yd.
freestyle
for the only first against
ing a never threatening Ohio University group 60-16 on Jan. 23, the the Spartans.
Falcons maneuvered to East LansThe closest of the two televised
ing for their double dual clash with meets probably was the Bowling
imposing Michigan State and Iowa Green-Iowa contest which saw the
State in what turned out to be the Falcons trailing 34-38 going into
roughest meet of the year for the final 400-yd. freestyle relay,
Bowling Green.
a victory which would have given
Unlik. ih« Bobcats of Ohio U., Bowling Green a tie. In their meet
Michigan State, a team which had last year the Falcons failed to take
just handed Michigan University a single first place. Doll Ewing's
tho second defeat in 27 moots with fancy diving ranked first along
tho Wolverine., allowod tho Ohio- with John Bruce in the 200-yd
ant but ono first place. The Fal- breaststroke.

At East Lansing the Falcons encountered similar competition
while taking third to DcPaul and
Michigan Normal in the College
mile relay. Mcsloh, Kilgore, Hall,
and Lee Pate combined efforts to
place seventh in the distance medley relay as Lee Pate, Bowling cons treated Ohio University in a
Green's only entrant in the 2-mile similar manner just four days before by taking every first lace.
run, finished tenth.
Harry Shearer, in defeating
Other indoor track dates being
eyed are the Cleveland Knights of Iowa's nationally famouB Bobby
Columbus meet March 9, and the Brown in the 100-yard freestyle
colorful Purdue relays March 3, lowered his old varsity record, 63.6,
both of which have become annual to 63.4 for the Falcon's only new
mark in both meets.
Shearer,
affairs for the Falcons.

will be even stronger this semester due to the addition of Don Kepler, freshman 60 and 100-yd. freestyle record holder. Diver Mason
Feisel graduated.

"EASIEST TEST IN THE BOOK"

mi IDE SIM! IB »«HS '52 »«B "MCCI1

In his initial start with the varsity, Kepler swam on the recordIn- e a k i n g 300-yd. medley relay
team which tied Michigan State's
pool record, ':02.', while lowering
the older varsity record, 3:02.6, sat
by Koenig, Bruce, and Shearer
against DePaul earlier this year.
He edged out Chuck Woodfill in
the 100-yd. freestyle for his first
varsity victory with a 64.1 clocking.

6M t,S

?

SMELL 'EM

OPEN 'EM

Saturday's victory over Cincinnati was the second in five encounters with the Queea City
squad. Last year, Bowling Green
dunkad the BearcaU 44-31 in Ike
local Natatorium.
Prior te tkeir
defeat at the hands of the Falcons,
Cincy had defoated University of
Kentucky and lost to Indiana.
Coach Cooper predicts the team

Tho Falcons' next home meet
will be Saturday, Feb. 17, when
they will be host to Michigan University.
It will be the first time
in the history of tho university
that any Big Ten team has invaded tho BG campus.

*wi

Matinee Daily 1:15
Opportunity Club
Meets 3 Days

A PACK of Chesterfields. Compare
thei withThe brand you've been smoking.

SPEN

SMEU^HESTERFIELD'S wilder aroma.
SMSW that smell milder, smoke nuWer.

* A5TAIRE

SMOKE 'E ki

1

1

=^rr^s»-

CHESTERFIELD
Coprnjr,. 19)1, boom a Mrsu Toucso Co.

TODAY
WED. — THURS.

.

LEADING
SELLER IN
AMERICA'S
COLLEGES

tf

qlMMWS

ROLAND
LUCILLE WATSON
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Choir Back After Its
Rough Southern Trip

Pianists Return Sunday
Students To Occupy Front
Rows For Duo-Piano Show

By GENE DENT

There may have been more enjoyable A Cappella concert
tours, but the one that ended early Tuesday morning left an
indelible mark on the 61 persons who made the trip.
Hopes of southern suntans were quickly snowed under
when the group left the campus on Feb. 1. By the time they
reached Dayton most were aware of the fact that they were
in the middle of one of the*

s>

Air Force Unit
Kennedy decided that an early Considering BG
•tart the next morning was
After singing to a small
audience, Dr. James Paul

imperative. Four cars and the
Falcon bus left Dayton at approximately the same time. It was the
last time for three days that members of the group saw each other.
The Falcon bus broke down three
times during the trip to Cincinnati
and was Anally abandoned. Dr.
Kennedy and 11 people hitch-hiked
into the Union Terminal at Cincinnati, only to learn that the train
to Nashville, Tenn.. was cancelled.
After negotiating with train officials, Dr. Kennedy managed to get
the choir onto a special coach.
The "special coach" turned out
to be one loaded with service men.
Jammed into a single car, choir
members learned about war-time
traveling conditions-^and a little
more b e si d e s . The train broke
down repeatedly, the heating system went out of order, and the
weather was so cold that water
froze in the basins.
Having no dining or sleeping
facilities members were forced to
go with very little food or sleep
for two days.
By the time they reached Montgomery, Ala., they were 20 hours
behind schedule and two concerts
at Peabody Institute, Tenn., and
Tuskegee, Ala., were cancelled.
After leaving the train the choir
loaded onto a new Greyhound bus.
traveled one half hour before it
broke down, transferred to another, and continued to Florida.
The four cars fared better, getting through the treacherous roadways approximately on time. The
cars arrived at Nashville, Tenn.,
only to discover both concert and
hotel reservations had been cancelled.
Nashville was in a critical condition, electric power in half the city
was out and the temperature hovering at 14 below kept heating arrangements at a minimum. However, Peabody Institute and private
citizens volunteered and provided
housing.
It was the same story in Tuskegee, the motor travelers found no
choir, but received word that they
(Continued OB pas* 2)

Bookstore Opens
To Pay Students
The Alpha Phi Omega Bookstore, located in the Rec Hall, will
open Wednesday, Feb. 21, for four
days. All persons who brought
books in to be sold should bring
their receipts to the store at that
time and collect their money.
Open hours will be 9-12 and 1-4
on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday and 9-12 on Saturday.
The store announced that all
persons who wish to claim unsold
books must do so on the designated
days. They do not wish to hold
any over until next semester.

"Channel" Ends Saturday

FAR CRY FROM the classroom, isn't it? Pictured above is lh«
•■tiro cast of the third annual Faculty Show, "Channel No. 5." Most
obvioaa, of court*, aro the petticoat, warn in the Charleston nnmbor.
Do yon recognize any of yonr past or present taskmasters under all
the makeup and cottumee?
"Channel No. 8," third annual and Margaret Miller.
Music for the show was written
faculty show, had its initial performance last night in the Main by Lynn Hutchison snd Jim Llmbacher, with Bqb Hubach and BetAud. at 8:80 p.m. The show will ty Troeger sharing honors; Charles
be presented there for the next two Lakofsky will be at the organ.
nights.
Mary Lou Everly will appear at
This variety show, featuring 15 frequent intervals in the chorus,
acts and an all-cast finale, brings and Richard Box takes part in five
to the footlights many talented of the skits.
Proceeds from the show will help
faculty members. Each act consists of a different cast, with a furnish a faculty room for Johnsspecialty dance by Howard Kane ton Hospital.

Possibly thinking that history will repeat itself, the University Artist Series Committee has scheduled Morley, and
Gearhart, American duo-pianists, for a performance1 in the
Main Aud. Sunday evening at 8:16.
Virginia Morley and Livingston Gearhart, Mr. and Mrs.
in private life, last appeared at Bowling Green in July, 1948,
—S'when their audience gave
them four encores.
Today is the last day that
student tickets may be purchased at the booth in front of the
The Fourth Annual Faculty Art Main Aud. General admission
Exhibition will open Sunday, Feb. tickets for students are five cents
18, with u Preview Tea in the Gal- with Ac card, while reserved ticklery of the Fine Arts Bldg.
Faculty members, townspeople, ets for students are 60 cents.
Because of students' dissatisfacand students interested in art are
invited to attend. Wives of facul- tion with the seating arrangement
ty members will serve tea from 2 for the Eva Le Gallicnne performuntil 6.
ance, a new plan has been drawn
Continuing from Feb. 18 through
March 2, the exhibition will include up by the Artists Series Commitoil and waU'rcolor paintings, draw- tee, said Bob Conschafter, student
ings, prints, sculpture, and ceram- representative to the committee.
ics.
The first eight rows in the Main
Faculty members whose work Aud. will be set aside as non-rewill be exhibited include: Robert served scats for students holding
Bone, Chorles Lakofsky. Otto Oc- 6-cent tickets. The center section
virk, Karl Richards, Robert Stin- will be reserved for faculty, season,
son, Willard Wankelman, Anthony and student reserved scat ticket
Wauro, Marietta Wiig, and Philip holders, and the back rows will
ugain be available to those stuWigg.
dents with 6-cent tickets. A few
seats in the balcony will also be
held for reserved seat ticket holders.
The duo-pianists will present excerpts from the works of Brahms,
Offenbach, Ravel, Gershwin, Chopin, Rachmaninoff, Faure, and
Preparation for Verdi's Strauss.
"Requiem," a musical oratorio
Virginia Morley and Livingston
written by one of the greatest Gearhart have won their fame and
composers of the nineteenth praise in four coast-to-coast concentury, began this week un- cert tours, In regular weekly broadder the direction of Dr. James casts as featured artists on Fred
Waring's program, and their perPaul Kennedy.
The choral work, which will formances as soloists at such New
be presented in the Men's Gym on York night clubs as the St. Regis
The pair recently made
Murch 18 by the combined choral Roof.
groups and interested students, ac- their debut on wax with an album
companied by the University Or< of popular music, "Night Life on
chestra and professional soloists, Two Pianos," done for Columbia.
The Gearharts met while studywill comprise the second largest
oratorio to be presented at this ing abroad in France on scholarUniversity outside of the Messiah. ships. After appearances in Paris,
"Elijah," which was presented last Lyons, Zurich, Berne, and Brusyear, was the first oratorio of this sels, they had to cancel an extensive European tour because of the
type.
Professional soloists chosen for outbreak of World War II.
The couple have a young son,
the oratorio are: Grace Hoffman of
New York City; Rose S. DerDeri- Paul, and spend their time between
an of Detroit; Philip MacGregor concerts at either their west coast
of Akron; and Bruce Tolbert, home in California or their eastern
faculty member in the music dept. home in Stroudsburg, Pa.

Tea Opens Art
Exhibit Sunday

Air Force officials are considering placing a unit of Air
Force personnel here at Bowling Green for office training,
Dr. Prout announced yesterday.
Officers of the Air Force
visited the University campus
Wednesday in an inspection tour
of the University's accommodations and facilities for living on
campus.
No decision has been reached as
yet, but it is certain to come soon,
since the Air Force wants to start
its program by the first of next
month. If the decision is made to
place a unit here, it would mean
that there would eventually be
from 360 to 400 Air Force personnel on campus.
The object of placing such a
unit here would be to train the
men in typing, shorthand, and other such clerical work. In the event
the Air Force does come on campus, the University will have to
hire additional faculty members.
Not all the men would come at
once. They would come in groups
of 26 each week, each group to receive a 12-week training period.
Therefore in a few weeks the large
group would be on campus, but
there would be a constant change
of personnel.

No. 31

MORLEY AND CEARHART

Dr. Elden Smith Replaces
Walsh As Playhouse Head
The third season of th» Huron Playhouse, University
summer theater on Lake Erie, will find Dr. Elden T. Smith
replacing former Professor Frederick G. Walsh as director.
Dr. Smith is chairman of the University speech dept. and
also director of the University Theater.
Mr. Walsh, who originated the plan for the playhouse
.
and directed the summer activity for two seasons, resigned from the faculty several months ago. He started
work last week on u doctorate in
dramatics at Western Reserve University.
Courses offered during the coming summer season, which will run
from June 11 to Aug. 12, will include dramatic production, acting,
directing, stage craft, stage lighting, and advanced dramatic production. Nine credit hours will be
given to undergraduates, and six
credit hours towards u masters degree.
Plays will run live nights a week
at the Huron High School auditorium. Rehearsals, classes, and
production arrangements take up
the remaining time. Dr. Smith
will direct the performances assisted by F. Lee Miesle and John
Heplcr, members of the speech
DR. ELDEN T. SMITH
dept. staff.
4) The seven plays to bcj>resented
to the public will be taken from a
list including "Dear Ruth," "Romeo and Juliet," "Years Ago,"
"Double Door," "Papa Is All,"
"Arsenic and Old Lace," "Springtime for Henry," "George WashA. Bruce Graham, who re- ington Slept Here," and"Ladies In
ceived his B.A. from Colorado Retirement."
Green students interestState College and M.A. from ed Bowling
should contact Dr. Smith in
the University of Denver, has Gate Theater before May 1 to get
been named to succeed Miss an application blank since the sesis limited to 30 students. StuAdeline McClelland as direc- sion
dents from other colleges and unitor of the Speech and Hearing versities will be enrolled. Last
Clinic and the Cerebral Palsy summer there were students from
Southern Methodist, Northwestern,
Center here.
Miss McClelland resigned after Ohio Wesleyan, and Dcnison.
Dr. Smith is a graduate of
bei-ig married to Dale Schmidlin, Elyria High School and Ohio WesGenoa, 0., manufacturer.
leyan and Western Reserve univerThe new director is presently sities. He was a producer, direccompleting work on his doctorate tor, and manager of commercial
in speech correction at Northwest- marionette shows before joining
ern University. He was an en- the University faculty in 1940.
At Western Reserve he had a
listed man in the Air Corps during
World War II, a high school teach- Rockefeller Foundation Fellowship
er at Coolidge, Kan., and the prin- granted by the National Theater
c'pal of Schofield High School at Conference.
Oahu, Territory of Hawaii.
Mr. and Mrs. Graham are to
move to Bowling Green next summer.
Miss McClelland is vice president of the Ohio Association of
Greta. Garbo in "Anna Cristie"
Speech and Hearing Therapists will be shown Monday evening at
and national treasurer of Sigma Cinema Club.
Alpha Eta, recognition society in
Those still wishing to join the
speech correction and hearing.
club may do so at the coming meetShe joined the Bowling Green ing. The group meets in the Lecfaculty in 1946 as an assistant pro- ture Room of the Chemistry Bldg.
fessor of speech and the director at 7 p.m.
There will be no single admisof the Speech and Hearing Clinic.
For the last year and a half, she sions this semester. Subscriptions
has had additional duties as direc- are 83.60 for charter members and
tor of the Cerebral Palsy Center. $4 for new members.

Director Named
To Clinic Posts

Work On Second
Oratorio Started
By Choral Groups

Senate Says Krupa's Band
May Play For U-A Prom
Wally Jones announced to
Senate Monday night that he
would attempt to obtain Gene
Krupa for the U-A Prom.
This action was planned
after a straw vote was taken
to get Senate's opinion on
Krupa, Claude Thornhill, and
Charlie Spivak.
Plans to get Jimmy Dorscy were
scrapped in view of Dorsey's price
being 8200 higher than Krupa's
81300.
Lack of a quorum prevented Senate from carrying on any other
business.
Application blanks for membership to the Charity Drive Committee and the Election Rules Committee are available in Dr. Prout's
office. Two freshmen, a boy and
a girl, are wanted for the Charity
Drive Committee.
A senior is wanted to replace
Fred Jeske, February graduate, on
the Election Rules Committee. Applications will be reviewed and
nominees announced Monday.

Cinema Club Shows
Garbo As 'Cristie'

Cap And Gown Awards Tuition Payment
Cap-and Gown, senior women's
honorary society, has awarded tuition to a nursery school child for
one year's attendance at the Laboratory School.
The award, in honor of Hiss

Nellie Ogle, who is a deceased adviser of the honorary, will begin
this semester and continue through
the next semester.
Money was earned for this yearly award by the sale of mums.
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Area Children To See 'Wizard Of Oz'
By LORIS WOOD

Thrills of the living theater are in store for the school
children of the Northwest Ohio area as Bowling Green's
speech dept. prepares to present the fantasy, "Wizard of Oz."
Reactions of the children to the living theater is one of
the outstanding aspects of the presentation of plays to the
grade school children, cited Robert Richey, director of the
play.
Last year the children
greeted "Hansel and Gretel" Music Group
with much enthusiasm and
their expressions of delight, fear,
and excitement in reaction to the
play, truly registered their enjoy
mem of the legitimate stage.
This year's production of the
"Wlxard of Oi" offers just as much
excitement and thrills for the children and maybe adults, tool Such
colorful characters as the Cowardly Lion, Tin Woodsman, Scarecrow,
Evil Witch, and Oz will be brought
to life again for a brief while by
the student players.
Big eyes of wonder will no doubt
open at the feats of magic, the disappearances and appearances of
Oz and at Dorothy's life-size dog.
Munchkins will dance and jump
about as only the wildest imagination of a child could vision. The
Evil Witch will stalk about and the
children will even see the Witch's
kitchen where she bubbles her ominous brew.
In the production of this fantasy
there are many technical problems
arising, one of the biggest of which
is tho melting of the Evil Witch
after hot water is thrown upon her.
Working in the magic and the appearances of Oz are also part of
the problems confronting Stan
Morris, graduate student of speech,
who is the technical director for
the play. Stage manager is Robert
Taylor.
Costuming also hus its unique
problems such aB those for the Tin
Woodsman, Scarecrow, and the
Cowardly Lion. In charge of this
department is Margaret Chandler.
Assistant director to Mr. Richey
is Jim Rudes.
This production, which is expected to reach approximately 2,000
school children, includes live scenes
with incidental music and duncing.
First public performance will be
given Feb. 24 in the Main Aud. for
area children. The downstairs of
the auditorium will be reserved for
them. However, any persons on
campus wishing to see it may sit in
tho bulcony. This will bo the only
performance that University faculty and students may attend.
Oz is also scheduled to play in
Marion on March 3 for the school
children there.

faculty GontjtoUuiated . .

The Bowling Green State University String Orchestra will make
its debut in a concert Feb. 2B, in
the PA Aud. Gerald McLaughlin, conductor of the University
Symphony, is also conductor of the
new organization.
The personnel of the group is
comprised of members of the string
section of the University Symphony. Several woodwind players and
one trumpeter from the larger organization will assist in the presentation of three of the numbers
listed on the program. Almost the
entire program will bo "firsts" for
Bowling Green music lovers.
The event will mark an Innovation in musical organizations and
concerts on the campus. The concert is open to the public, and admission is free.

Last night those who attended the faculty presentation of
"Channel No. 5" were made aware of, perhaps for the first time,
the fact that this University is blessed with faculty members who
aren't afraid to admit that they are human, with that human flair
for the dramatic.
Professors, instructors, secretaries, and wives all worked
equally hard and equally seriously to present as close as was
possible with their limitations a higher type of comedy and entertainment than Is usually the case when tlie faculty of any
Institution strut their hour upon the stage.
The members of the University faculty who participated in
any way in the production and presentation of "Channel No. 5"
should be highly commended—not for the success of their efforts,
as we are not the ludge of that—but for the spirit and humaness
they displayed In the* process.
It is this human trait which so many students have failed
to detect and/or appreciate. Profs aren't just mechanical men or
women with grade pencils and recorded lectures; they too have
their ambitions and fears and peeves and likes.
Faculty who contributed In any way to this third annual
show must have an extra bit of another quality somewhat lacking In today's world—thoughtfulness. It cannot be emphasized
too strongly that any money left from the collections after paying
production costs goes into a fund to provide the facilities for a
faculty hospital room In Johnston Hall. Such a purpose, even
without combination with entertainment, is well worthy of any
contribution.

Choir...

McFall Sketches

(Continued from page 1)
were to proceed to Bradenton, Fla.
At Tallahassee, Dr. Kennedy realized that the choir would not
meet its Bradenton engagement, so
he chartered a plane for himself
and two sopranos, Janice Fuller
and Barbara Evans, who with the
members in cars could make a complete small choir.
During the intermission the remaining choir urrived and the complete group gave its first concert
together since the Wednesday
night concert at Dayton.
Four days later the group took
time out for a swim at Fort Lauderdale, Fla. They had traveled
from one extreme of weather to
another.
By a strange quirk of fate the
Falcon bus, which had been sent
back to Bowling Green for repairs,
arrived at Bradenton, but eight
hours later. .It carried the choir,
barring a few minor breakdowns,
for the remainder of the tour.
Dr. Kennedy said the morale of
tho group was splendid and that
they managed to keep a sense of
humor throughout the whole trip.

Bee Gee's History

Makes Debut

By DON HAMMERSTROM
Gaining and developing technical efficiency, personal culture, and
furthering social wisdom were the
three objectives set forth by the
founders of the University, acccrding to Kenneth H. McFall, liberal arts dean, in his address to the
first meeting of the Student Senate this semester.
Dean McFall sketched the historical and physical development
of Bowling Green from its inception in 1914, on a (10 plot of
ground to the present campus.
The student body has grown
from a scant 304, to last semester's enrollment of 4,236.
Bowling Green's faculty in 1914
consisted of 14 members Including
Dr. Rea McCain, present chairman
of the English dept., and Dr. J.
Robert Overman, Dean Emeritus.
The faculty now numbers 263.
Dean McFall pointed out that a
building program was started in
1914, with the construction of
the Administration Bldg., Williams
Hall, and Science Bldg. Buildings,
which cost approximately five million dollars, now have an estimated value of from 10 to 11 million
dollars.
In 1927, the Library and Men's
Gym were built, followed in 1981
by the erection of the Practical
Arts Bldg. The auditorium was
enlarged in 1937, and the Stadium
was also built that year.
In recent years the men's and
women's dormitories were built
along with Johnston Hospital,
Gate Theater, Fine Arts Bldg., the
Chapel, Heating Plant, and the
Chemistry Bldg. which will be dedicated in April.
At present the student body represents 74 out of 88 Ohio counties,
30 states, and 14 foreign countries.

Official
Announcement
Thsre will be • meeting of all
men interested in joining Sigma
Delta Pii, the national honorary
athletic society, hi 103 Men's
Gym en Taesday, Feb. IS, at
6:30 p.m.
Information may be obtained
by consulting Dave Matthews or
Ennit Walker in the Men's
Gym. Information may also be
obtained by reading the Intramural Handbook or by reading
the Sigma Delta P»l bulletin
board in the Men's Gym.

• • *

Social Sub-Committee announced there will be dancing
and recreational garnet in the
R.c Hall from 2 to 5 Sunday afternoon.

Businessman Sees
Threat To Nation's
Economic Freedom
America is in danger of losing
her economic freedom—and thereby her political freedom — unless
popular misconceptions about the
fundamentals of business are clarified, C. A. Jackson told Buisness
Administration students last Tues
day.
Mr. Jackson, assistant comptroller of the Ohio Oil Company, Findlay, declared that many erroneous
opinions about business can be
proved false by reading the annual
reports of American corporations.
The uninitiated look upon the
earnings of corporations as the
share allocated to the stockholders,
who in fact get only such amounts
as are declared in dividends, the
speaker said. "A large part of
such profits are retained in the
business for expansion," stated Mr.
Jackson.
Retained earnings have provided
a major part of the funds for the
great expansion of American industry since the close of World
War II, Mr. Jackson emphasized.
Despite the huge volume of earnings retained by American business
for expansion and replacement,
Mr. Jackson noted that it had been
necessary to seek additional outside capital.
Mr. Jackson went on to contrast
the compelling impact of business
competition in America with the
cartel system of Great Britain and
Germany.
"Many people mistakenly believe
that bigness is synonymous with
monopoly," he said. "Bigness is essential for the most efficient operation in many fields, he continued,
and bigness is the result of efficient
service to the public."

Meeting Postponed
Because of the Faculty Show
this week end the Faculty
Couples Bridge has been postponed to Friday, Feb. 23, at 8.
The meeting will be held in the

Letter To The Editor • • .
Dear Sir:
Your Jan. 19 edition of the Bee
Gee News pleased many of us because it contained 8*4 inches of
women's sports news. We hope
this will continue because we know
there is that much and even more
women's sports news that could be
put in the News each week.
In general, the News has given
women's sports very poor coverage.
.Thus far this year, there has been
"leas than 60 inches of women's
sports news printed.
This may be because you don't
realize the amount of sports activities the women students on this
campus have. Also, we doubt that
you realize the number of your
readers who enter these activities
and are truly interested In having
the women's sports announcements
and reviews more thoroughly reported in the News.
There are 13 women's sports
clubs on this campus. Approxi-

C/otUes STILL make

tkt »tan

mutely 466 women students participate in the activities of one or
more of these clubs. Besides these
organized clubs, there are the
women's intramurals of seasonal
sports that include even more women students in the sports circle.
During the course of a year there
are over 1,160 active participants
in women's intramurals.
Interest in women's sports is
growing larger and larger every
year. This year there are 162 women physical education majors and
minors. The remainder are students who are also interested in
sports. These students represent
approximately one-third of the women students on this campus. We
think you'll agree we deserve a
sports column in the campus paper,
at least one issue a week.
Would you consider appointing a
women's sports editor to the News
staff?
Sincerely,
Bonnie Nicholls
Eleanors Reist
Bemadine
Arlene Jackson
Reinhardt
Joyce McCreery
Jeannine Morris La Verne Manhe
Carman Lawler
Elaine Wigle
Joan Wickes
Ada Gustavson

Lutherans Hold Meeting
Its Time to Measure

(mM
Coke

Meeting the gang to discuss a quht
—a date with the campus queen—
or just killing time between classes
—Brooks Student Store at Stillwater, Oklahoma is one of the favorite gathering spots for students
at Oklahoma A & M College. At
Brooks Student Store, as in college
campus haunts everywhere, a frosty
bottle of Coca-Cols is always on
hand for the pause that refreshes—
Coke belongs.

for that
New Easter Suit.
We still have some fine woolens
to offer you

Ask Jor it tithtr «MJ> ... M
trtJt-marks mttn thi umt Mux.
somsB Meet Aumoorr Of tw COO-COIA COMPANY IT
IJSAI I B COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
O I'll. Tk> (nU c

All Lutheran students of the
Missouri Synod are urgently invited to attend a meeting which is
to be held Monday, Feb. 19, at 7
p.m. in SWA.

M CAMPUS MINS SHOP

Associated Collegiate Press
National Advertising Service

•Much To Do
About Nothing
By JOHN RADABAUGH
The belted basketball team returned to Bee Gee this week and
from all aspects the final outcome
of the season seems completely dismal.
A question which seems to be
most apparent on some of the stu____^______ dents' minds is,
. has the bubble
which has made
Bee Gee a national power on
the courts finally broken?
This corner's
guess is thst in
order to maint a i n any semb 1 a n c e of our
old prestige we
will have to
h a v e a sparkJohn R.d.b.u.h »•■■ <"»•>> »0
the season. At
present though someone had better find a way to prime the pump
that is needed to fill the team's deflted ego. And from all obvious
results the needed boost does not
come enclosed in glass.

* • •

The A Cappella Ckoir arrived
home this week also, after having
a very successful trip. One of the
humorous anecdotes that happened
on the trip occurred in Bowling
Green, Ky.
The group while waiting for a
train gave an impromptu concert
to pick up a greenback or two.
During the course of the vocalizing
the choir was approached by a
person definitely not a member of
the WCTU who offered them $10
if they would sing Swanee River,
a song which they had never sung.
When the weaving spectator
left, the choir was a ten spot to
the good.

• * •

As this issue goes to press normalcy has returned to the campus
sidewalks, they are covered with
snow.
Here is hoping that the
University's walks aren't allowed
to become a glorified ice pond, to
again plague the movements of the
student body.

• • •

A fact recently brought to light
is when this institutioi. was first
established there was some question whether to make it an insane
asylum or a normal school.
Who said camouflage can't be
effective?

• • •

The drooping enrollment figure
may be supplemented in the near
future by the arrival of some Air
Corp men. These fellows will be
strictly the clipped-winged variety.
Their purpose for being here will
be to attend classes in clerical
work. •
The sale stalk of the AAF
for this University in the months
ahead may be, "Enlist now and
stay in school."

• • •

With the start of a new semester the most asked question of a
student carrying an armload of
books is, "Selling or studying?"
After hearing some of the different point averages the answer
probably sometimes is, "No, baying them back!"

• • *

Student Senate started el the
second semester In a rather crippled fashion last Monday night
when for about half the time they
were apparently without a quorum,
causing the group to close the session before all the business had
been covered.
It was discovered after the
meeting that due to one less member on Senate, caused by Lou
Daigneau's graduation, there was
actually a quorum at all times.
In spite of the fact that Senate
could have technically conducted
business something should be done
to guarantee as near complete attendance as possible in the future.
Certainly if the governing body is
to gain and keep the respect of all
parts of the University excessive
absences cannot be tolerated.
The greatest projects ever proposed are worth exactly nothing
if they cannot be carried out. To
new Senate Pros. Marian Hampton this columnist would like to
suggest that she follow a rigid policy of replacing members if they
don't attend meetings.

Club Sponsors Dance
Promensders are sponsoring, an
all-campus square dance tonight
from 9-12 in the Women's Gym.

Society
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Falcon

Follies

BUS mWIN

WRA Presents

HELEN MUELLER

PINNINGS
Joyce Bormuth, Chi Omega, to Dan Sheehan, SAE, Betsy
Curtis, Alpha Phi, to Ed Vemon, Delta Tau Delta; Jean Berry,
Alpha Phi, to Ed Goldhammer, Zeta Beta Tau; Carol Kohl to Norman Mlnnlch. Phi Psl; Pat Hofmann to Dewltt Campbell, Sigma
Chi from Miami U.
Ann Hammond, Delta Gamma, to Hugh Skelley, Phi Psl;
Jean HUllker, Alpha Phi. to Jack Taylor, Delta Tau Delta; Rene
Mills. Alpha Phi, to Al Iandola, Delta Tau Delta; Carol Staub to
Ralph Lindstrom, Alpha Sig; Susie Lynch, Chi Omega, to Bob
Murphy, Phi Psl; Jean Smith, W1S, to Don Moore, Slg Ep.
ENGAGEMENTS
Sally Koch, Alpha XI from Kent, to Dick Goodman, SAE;
Helen Elderkln to Dick Merrill, DU; Ann Kuhn to Walter Prinz;
Polly Miller, Gamma Phi, to Dick Albaugh, PlKA; Bertha Afentul
to George Maragakes, Kappa Slg; Bette Bell. Alpha Chi, to Gene
Aldrige,, Phi Delt; Karis Taulker, Alpha Chi, to Dick Murphy,
Sigma Nu.
Bonnie Phalor, Alpha Chi alum, to Dick Johnston, Sigma Chi;
Gloria Wood, Theta Phi, to Bob Thompson. Acacia from Ohio
State, now In the Air Force; Ell Elsass, Theta Phi, to Tom Swander, Sigma Nu from Ohio Stale; Helen Nitesche, Theta Chi, to
Randy Enger.
MARRIAGES
Doris Caldwell to Robert W. Kruse, Kappa Sig alum; Nancy
Taylor, Alpha Chi, to Pvt. John Philp; Jo Mack. Theta Phi, to Jack
Weissbrod, Phi Psl; Jean Carabet of Alliange to Vic Stefan,
Kappa Slg; Barb Evans, Alpha Gam, to Bill Dlno from New York;
Mary Kay Cooney, Alpha Phi, to Don Stuller of Bowling Green;
Carol Hohlfelder to Pete McCollum.
PASS
Him saw her standing in the hall,
Her would not look at he at all,
Him liked she looks, she talk, she smile,
For she him would have walked a mile.
To him sweet words she ears were deaf,
He draft card said him was 4F.
Stolen

"Apache' Dance
In Gym Saturday

'<Uy.SC

lA/ear ijcour
School Kino.
There's eersiaa quit. Ilk* •
diltiactlva ting with year
ichool I..I. Good-looUg, ».ll■Mdi, tnd la th. b.,1 of t.if..
Com* hi today and lea tin
■way ifylai oa dlaplay.

Klever's
Jewelry Store

Checked tablecloths and
candles in bottles will add to
the atmosphere at the all-campus "Apache Dance" to be
given in the Women's Gym
tomorrow night from 9 to 12
by the Varsity Club.
Apache is the name given
to the French waterfront criminals,
therefore the appropriate dress will
be "T" shirts and split skirts for
the girls and striped "T" shirts
and dark pants for the fellows.
During intermission a floor show
will be given. Refreshments will
be served in the basement.
Dating is optional. Either the
girls may ask the fellows or vice
vena.

CHURCH

Weekend Has Many Activities

Indoor Carnival

Lenten Retreat

Wrestling matches, floor shows,
a magician's act, and round and
square dancing are among; the featured side shows of the indoor carnival sponsored by the Women's
Recreation Association Saturday,
Feb. 24.
In addition there are skill testing
concessions such as miniature golf,
ball tossing, shooting, bowling, and
the fish pond. The fun house, fortune telling, and food concessions
will also be found along the midway.
The carnival opens at 8 p.m. and
lasts until 12 a.m. During the evening several door prises will be
awarded. These prises are on display in the Well where tickets may
also be purchased from 10 a.m. to
12 p.m. and from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
every day during the school week.
Tickets are also on sale in the main
hall of the WomenVBldg. during
these same hours. Admission Is
free.

♦

Starts Today

Dr. James O'Toole, Ph.D.,
S.T.D., J.C.D., former professor of philosophy at DeSales
College, Toledo, 0., will conduct the sixth annual Newman Club retreat Dr. O'Toole, an authority in the
Catholic Action movement is,
at present, pastor of Our Lady of
Lords Church at Genoa, 0. The
theme of this 3-day spiritual recollection will be "Your Personality."
This program, one of the most
important activities of the Newman Club year, will start this afternoon at 4:16 o'clock in St Aloysius Parish Hall, 148 South Enterprise.
Highlighting the retreat will be
the Mass and Communion breakfast held at 9 o'clock both Saturday
and Sunday. The services will
close with a Holy Hour at 2:30 in
the church. Both Catholics and
non-Catholics are invited to attend this Lenten retreat.
This event is under the direction
of the Lay Apostle Committee in
Cadets and their dates will charge of Jo Binns. while the
breakfasts are managed by Dick
dance to the music of Russ Cogan.
Carlisle and his orchestra at
the ROTC's Third Annual
Military Ball.
The dance will be held in
the Men's Gym on April 6
from 9 until 12 p.m. At midnight the "Sweetheart of ROTC
will be presented with her title,
crown, bouquet, and a gift by Col.
William C. Lucas.
Only those women who accompany cadets the evening of the
dance will be eligible as candidates
for "Sweetheart." Photographs of
prospective queens must be not less
than 8 x 11 inches and submitted
not later than March 14. All photographs will be eliminated in the
contest except five. Choice and
elimination of photos will be by
vote of all military science classes.
From the flvo finalists, the winner
will be chosen.

Carlisle Will Play
For ROTC Ball

Headlining this week end's doings is "Channel No. 6,"
the faculty musical revue, which started last night and is
being presented tonight and Saturday in the Main Aud. at
8:16 p.m.
This third annual faculty presentation includes the largest cast and orchestra yet It is a satirical musical revue
encompassing an array of talent from sambas and rhumbas from 9 to 12 p.m.
night the Russian diato the Charleston, tap, and logFriday
film, "The Stone Flower," will
ballet and even a touch of sen- be shown in the Gate Theater at
timent in a heartwarming scene. 7 and 9.
It is a breezy, sophisticated
Saturday "Dark Command" will
comedy which was co-ordinated by be shown in Gate Theater at 7 and
Dr. R. Lynn Hutchison and James 9 p.m.
Limbacher. Four authors of the
Activities follow right on
show are: Dr. Howard 11. Kane, through for Sunday with Phi SigMiss Paula M. Nyyssonen, Dr. ma Mu's Music Appreciation Hour
Hutchison, and James Limbacher. to be held in Studio B at 8 p.m.
Contributions of seven faculty comRecreation hour will be in the
poserc make up the musical score Rec Hall from 2 to 6 p.m. and there
and the cast includes 60 faculty will be games and dancing.
members.
A free-will offering will be taken and the proceeds will go toward
the faculty room in Johnston Hospital.
All-campus dance event for Saturday night is sponsored by the
Bowling Green's chapter of
Varsity Club.
According to plans Apache cos- Alpha Phi 0 m e g a , national
tumes arc to be worn. These in- service fraternity, was awardclude "T" shirts and split skirts ed a plaque for exceptional
for the girls and for the fellows work at the recent national
striped "T" shirts and dark pants. convention.
For this dance, which is to have The fraternity, which has 233
a French Fisherman setting, the chapters, gave 80 such awards in
okay was given for the girls to recognition of outstanding service,
ask the fellows or vice-versa. The good organization, and founding of
dance will be in the Women's Gym other chapters.

Local APhiO
Awarded Plaque
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Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number 12... THE

MOURNING DOVE

From The Docket . . .
Bob Long was declared guilty on
two charges Wednesday in Student Court and was fined a total of
S3. Both offenses were violations
of parking in assigned areas.
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Cleaners

Matinee Daily 1:15 p.m.
TODAY

A Complete
Service

—

"Some of them
are pretty sad!"

SAT.

Mad Wednesday

SHOE
166 W. WooBter St
Phone 2981

SHOP

Old Fashioned

And Dry

Home Laundry

121 N. Main St.
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starring
Harold Lloyd
plus

Indian Territory
SUN. ~
MON.
Bargain Hour Sunday
1:15-2:15 p.m.
Adults 40c

UNUSUAL FOODS
And

COLD BEVERAGES
Imported and Domestic
Open evary day from 10 ajn. to II Midnight
Delivery Service Phone 32791

Bee Gee Delicatessen & Carryout
113 - 116 West Kerry Are.
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IVlelancholy and dejected, this gloomy miss

trick cigarette tests! She was not enthralled by the idea of
judging cigarette mildness with just a fast puff or a single sniff.
But, joy of joysl... happiness came to her when she

In Bowling Green it's
T
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discovered one test that left no doubt in her mind.
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CORSAGES
WEDDINGS
HOSPITAL VASES
FUNERAL DESIGNS
Fine Flower Gifts
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found little to titillate her in the recent deluge of quick-

It teas the letuible lest!... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test,
which simply asks you to try Camels as a steady smoke —
on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments
needed. After you've enjoyed Camels — and only
Camels - for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat,
T for Taste) we believe you'll know why...

People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette!
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Beck Paces Romp Over Blue Streaks
Sideline*.
By JIM DUERK
IN A LETTER DIRECTED at an article in thiB column in a previous isi<ue of the Bee Gee News, a Waterloo basketball fan politely says
I was full of baloney when I implied that Waterloo's basketball team
was not doing too well, and that Leo Kubiak quit the Hawks because
of dissatisfaction over the Charley Share deal.
This writer admits being wrong about the site of Waterloo, which
the fan informed me was 86,000 strong. In the previous column, I
had described Waterloo as "a small cage-sized midwestern town."
The fan, whose letter appears on this page, also sent some clippings from the Waterloo Daily Courier from which I quote: "There are
two main points in the Share deal: (1) Waterloo could not afford to
pass up one of the highest figures ever paid for a pro banketball player
when the Waterloo club has BEEN FALLING SOMETHING LIKE 300
TO 400 FANS SHORT OF BLACK INK IN EVERY GAME; and (2)
Share 1ms not been the success here that he was expected to be."
THAT DOESN'T SOUND like the Waterloo club has been very
"prosperous." Perhaps since the Share deal, from which they cleared
> net $28,500, things have changed. But we doubt very much whether
the crowds have increased since Share was traded to Ft. Wayne.
And we'll stick to our statement about Kubiak, because Al Ney,
Courier sports editor, remarked in his column: "Kubiak asked for and
got his release the night before he was to be released to make room for
Buckshot O'Brien." We'll grant Ney that O'Brien, a former Butler
star, ia a good ball player, but we do know Kubiak wus a great star
for Waterloo until the middle of thin year. Last year, he was terrific.
NEY, IN HIS COLUMN, also makes this concession. "Share was
supposed to be a big drawing curd for Waterloo and the NPBL. He
simply has not been. THERE IS ONE DRAWING CARD IN PRO
BALL TODAY—GEORGE MIKAN."
He also says, "Charlie should come along with Ft. Wayne, but Ft.
Wayne is in a better position to afford to bring him along slowly than
Waterloo." (Share, however, will not be eligible for the Pistons until
next year, due to a decision made by Maurice Podoloff, NBA president.)
Yes, it sounds like contradiction between a sports editor and a
fan, eve nthough Ney criticized my urticle in his column. At least
from thia point of view, things still don't look "prosperous" for Waterloo's Hawks.

Duerk Meefs
His Waterloo
To Jim Duerk, sports editor:
You people in Bowling Green
seem badly confused.
First of all, you say things
aren't at all well here in Waterloo. Obviously you haven't been
to Waterloo lately and haven't any
reliable means of communicating
with it. As Al Ney says, here in
a sideline which was printed in
our Waterloo paper last week,
things are coming along very well
with us. Our town is prosperous
and happy. Incidentally, our pop
ulation is 86,000.
Next you seem to know very little about the Share deal and even
less about Leo Kubiak's departure
from the basketball team here. Al
Ney, our sports writer, has told
you a little about their reasons for
leaving in his answer to your article, but just so you might understand the Charlie Share deal a bit
more clearly, I have cut out the columns from our Courier sports page
that dealt with that matter at the
time Share was released and am
enclosing them.
Read them carefully, Mr. Duerk,
and try to find out what you're
talking about before you start
passing any more words along.
A Waterloo Basketball Fan

Akron Star Gets 22 In Second Half
Bob Long, Eli Joyce In Home Finale

today, Monday, Last
Chance For TU Tickets
Student tickets for the TU
game will be on sale today and
Monday until 5 p.m.
Also, bus tickets will bo sold
for $1.25 round trip.
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Bowling Green's Falcons played methodical basketball,
Wednesday night to outclass the Blue Streaks of John Carroll
University, 72-49. The victory closed the Bee Gee home season and boosted the year's win total to 14 as compared with
eight defeats.
George Beck, who saw action only in the second half, led
the scoring parade with
22 points. Jim Gerber was
runner-up with 17. Hank
Schmidt paced the Cleveland-
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ers with 13 markers.
Gerber opened the scoring with a
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basket in the first 10 seconds.
John Carroll responded with six
points before Acting Coach George
Muellich's charges could score
again.
After the Falcons went
ahead 7-6 the lead see-sawed until,
t
with 10 minutes remaining in the
first half the score was knotted at
16 all. From this point BGSU was
never in trouble as big Clarence
Yackey poured in eight points to
provide a 31-23 spread at halftime.
The second half was all George
Beck as the Akron junior meshed
seven field goals and eight foul
shots.
Bobby Long and Eli Joyce, the
1960-61 co-captains received a
great ovation from the crowd as
they left the court in the waning
minutes of the game. This was
their last home appearance, thus
-£ ' Y***st K
closing out two distinguished caSHOWN ABOVE are two of Michigan*! atar iwimntn. At Uft reers In Bowling Green basketball
annals.
ia Jack Harbourna and Frank Keller.
Tomorrow night the cagers journey to Athens, O., seeking their
second victory of the campaign
from Ohio University. The Falcons edged the Bobcats 74-69 in the
opening round of the State Tourney at Kent in December,
•ox scoar.
Power laden Michigan Uni- starts with the Wolverines. The
Bowlua Gram
John Carroll
Yack.r , 1 J
•
I
versity's Wolverines will be Spartans defeated the Falcons 54- Adams . . 0
lore* ... 4 IK
Roslcka . 0 0 •
30
for
the
second
defeat
in
eight
guest of Bowling Green toG.rb.t . . •
117
Schmidt . •
IS
leaf ... 1 •
Tautf . . 4 I II
guests of Bowling Green to- meets this year.
KMptor . I • 4
Lonq»ll!« S
I II
Breaststroker, John D a v i e s , Culllnan .0 It Umi . . 0 • I
morrow afternoon for the Fallack ...» S II
SKI.Id.
1949
Olympic
swimmer
wh
hails
cons' first home encounter
Gal.Ill . 1 • •
Foruook . I
IM . . . 1
I I
with a Big Ten athletic team. from Sydney, Australia, makes Doborty . 9
Baadr . . I • •
that department the strongest on MWy ... 0
Smothora 0 • I
Coach Matt Mann's Wolver- the Wolves' program. The Falcons
Chubnvr . • • •
ines, winner of 16 Western will be up against a veteran squad
Totals . II II 71
Conference and 13 NCAA titles of sprinters in Dick Martin, Jim Totals .11 11 41
al hall: Sown no Crooa II. Joh«
look particularly tttrong in the White ,and Bob Byberg, all of Score
Carroll II.
breaststroke, and dives with grow- whom arc lettermen.
ing strength in the middle disIn the backstroke, Bernie Kahn,
tances and sprints along with a
and Dick Howell, are the only exfair backstroke combination.
perienced swimmers available.
The Wolverines who finished sec- However, divers Jim Hartman,
ond to Ohio State in the Big Ten Frankie Keller, and Jack Hoebein
last year and fourth in the 1960 are a trio of seniors, supplemented
Three forfeits and a pin by
N C A A Championships will be by John Hanrahan, who will bear
team captain Harry Lanzi
spearheaded by Captain Dave watching.
was all that Toledo UniverNeisch, one of 10 returning letterThe Falcons who returned last
men on the squad.
night from their trip to Western sity's wrestling team needed
To date the Wolves have lost
Ontario will be out to lower sev- to defeat the grapplers of
only one Conference meet, that
eral pool and varsity marks Bowling Green at TU Wedgoing to potent Michigan State
against the Spartans. Coach nesday.
29-68 in an earlier meet this year
The Falcons were forced to
which saw the Spartans take their Cooper who has revised his squad
somewhat, due to the graduation forfeit three matches in this lighter
second victory in twenty-seven
of diver Mason Feisel and the weight divisions because the men
addition to the varsity of Don Kep- could not weigh in at the proper
ler, 100-yard freestyler and relay
weight.
man. The well balanced Falcon
The pin was sustained by Tiny
squad will put much of its hopes
on the performances of freestyler Hursh in the heavyweight division.
Harry Shearer, divers Dell Ewing Hursh was defeated by Lanzi, naand Ed l.ihan, along with the ef- tional YMCA champ in 4:63.
Bob Rehark defeated TU's Earl
forts of Chuck Woodfill and John
Courtwright for the letter's first
Bruce.
Students planning to attend the loss of the year. In the peppiest
swimming meet with the Univer- fight of the night Ray Florian took
sity of Michigan this Saturday af- a decision from Floyd Gadt of Toternoon must obtain reserved seat ledo. The other three tallies for
tickets in the Ticket Office in Men's BG came on Jim Rea'i decision
Gym. No charge will be made for over Don Krell.
the tickets, although Ac cards must
Coach Anthony Bonito's charges
be presented. The first event will now have a 3-8 record. It was
get underway at 2 p.m. in the local the sixth win in seven starts for
Natatorium.
the Rockets.
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Big Ten's Wolverines Swim
Here Tomorrow; First Time

THEM ALL!
challenge*
any other leading brand
to suggest this test
PHILIP MORRIS

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF
SMOKERS, who tried thit test,
report in s/gnecf Mtatementt that
PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY
LESS IRRITATING, DEFINITELY MILDERI

1. . . Light up a PHILIP MORRIS
Just take a puff—DONT INHAK — and
s-l-o-w-l-y lei Ihe smoke com* through
your not*. Easy, Isn't It? And NOW...

dm.. light up your present brand
Do exactly the tarn* thing—OONT
INHAU. Notice that bmt, that sHngt
Quit* a difference from PHIllr MOHUSI

Other brand* merely make claims—but PHILIP MOWS invite* you
to compart, to judg; to tUcid* for yournlf.
Try this simple test. We believe that you, too, will agree . * •
PHILIP MOUU Is, indeed, America's FINEST Cigarettal

NO CIGARETTE
HANGOVER
moons MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!

TU Wrestlers Pin
BG Grapplers 21-9

DO YOU HAVE GLOPPY HAIR? ? 1- 1
Try MARLENE'S Hair Waving Shampoo
Curls and Waves Hair as it Shampoos

G & M DRUGS
You'll enjoy pleasant warmth
and comfort going Greyhound—
on ANY trip ... at ANY time
... in ANY weather. And look at
these low fares—by Greyhound I

See how little it Costs
From B. G.
Columbus
Dayton
Springfield
Marion
Detroit, Mich.
Cleveland ....

Priet
13.00
8.40
2.76
1.86
1.95
S.S0

FOR YOUR CLEANING NEEDS CALL US
A Hour Odorless Cleaning
3 Day Shirt Laundry Service
Free Pickup and Delivery (anytime)
Guaranteed Waterproofing

(UAT.xfc*.)

PHILIP MORRIS

In W% KM •■ »■>•»' *M
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• US STATION
III K. W»
• 171

GREYHOUND

228 N. Main

Phone 34392

